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Abstract
This article proposes a new confidence measure estimated for con-
cept hypotheses provided by a semantic language model used in
the context of a dialog application. This confidence measure is
based upon the ontology and more precisely, upon the semantic
relations between concepts. It aims at measuring how high a con-
cept hypothesis is related to the other hypotheses of an utterance.
The semantic relation confidence measure is evaluated alone, and
in combination with a classical acoustic confidence measure. The
two measures are also used as parameters of a decision tree. It is
shown that the two confidence measures are complementary and
yield good performance in terms of cross entropy relative reduc-
tion.
Index Terms: confidences measures, Spoken Language Under-
standing, ontology, semantic relations, decision tree

1. Introduction
Confidence measures are often used in speech recognition systems
in order to measure reliability of answers (or hypotheses) provided
by the system. Applications of confidence measures are many-
fold; in the context of a dialog application, a rejection strategy
or an adaptation of the dialog (confirmation request, etc.) can be
achieved. They can be evaluated at different levels : word, concept
or utterance level. In a context of a Spoken Language Understand-
ing (SLU) application, it is crucial to know the reliability degree
of recognized concepts. In this paper, the confidence measures are
estimated for concept hypotheses provided by a semantic language
model, applied to a word graph in a second recognition pass. Se-
mantic confidence measures have already been proposed. [2] and
[3] defined semantic confidence measure based upon the a poste-
riori probability of the concept. [4] validates a concept hypothesis
by analyzing the consensus of different semantic classifier. In this
paper, we introduce a new semantic confidence measure, which
uses the ontology of the application and precisely the different se-
mantic relations between concepts. The resulting measure gives,
for each concept hypothesis of an utterance, a degree of seman-
tic consistency with the other hypotheses of the utterance. The
context is a banking application, which allows users to perform
transactions and ask questions about the stock market, portfolios
and accounts.
The paper is organized as follows : section 2 defines the semantic
confidence measure and the acoustic confidence measure; section
3 presents methods to combine confidence measures. Logistic re-
gression is used to directly combine the two confidence measures.
A decision tree can take into account of the information on the
concept identity. Experimental setup and evaluations of the confi-
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e measures, used individually or in combination, are detailed
ction 4.

2. Confidence measures
Semantic relation confidence measure

first confidence measure uses the knowledge source provided
he semantic relations between the elementary concepts of a
og application.

1. Ontology of a dialog application

ontology is a structured set of concepts; it describes how the
rent concepts are organized and related to each other by se-
tic relations. We used and adapted the KL-ONE description
e ontology; KL-ONE [5] is intended to represent general con-
ual information and is typically used in the construction of the

ledge base of a single reasoning entity. It distinguishes two
s of concepts : generic and individual concepts. The first one
ets, while the second one are instances of the generic concepts.
neric concept is completely defined by the roles (or relations)
other concepts. An individual concept inherits the roles from

generic concept, whose it is an instance. Figure 1 shows an
ple of a semantic relation, linking the generic concepts claIn-

and claLevel; the respective individual concepts inherit this
ion. level is the only one concept instance of the generic con-
claLevel while Nikkei, Dow-Jones, etc. are instances of the
ric concept claIndex, which represents the stock indexes used

ifferent countries.
rder to take into account concepts that occur alone in an utter-
, we introduce a special relation type, called ”null relation”,

ch is associated to every generic concept. One concept is said

claLevel claIndex

level

index,
Cac_40,
Nikkeï,
Dow-Jones,
Nasdaq,
…

RclaLevel,claIndex

RclaLevel,claIndex

Generic concepts

Individual
concepts

Figure 1: Example of a semantic relation.
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to be in ”null relation” if it is the only concept hypothesis of an
utterance.

2.1.2. Probabilistic model

The different semantic relations of the ontology are used in order to
define a probability distribution P Rel, such as, for two individual
concepts ci and cj , which appear in the same utterance :

• P Rel(ci, cj) = 0 if the concepts are not related in the on-
tology, and

• P Rel(ci, cj) is a function of the probability of the relation
between associated generic concepts otherwise.

As the semantic relations are initially defined for two generic
concepts, we introduce a function γ that gives, for each concept
ci, the only associated generic concept. The relation probability
P Rel(ci, cj) is given by :

P Rel(ci, cj) = P (ci, cj |γ(ci), γ(cj)) · P (γ(ci), γ(cj))
� P (ci|γ(ci)) · P (cj |γ(cj))

·P (γ(ci), γ(cj))
(1)

The probability P (ci|γ(ci)) represents the probability that an in-
stance of the generic concept γ(ci) is the individual concept ci.
The semantic relation, linking the two generic concepts γ(ci) and
γ(cj), is denoted Rγ(ci),γ(cj); as the semantic relation does not
consider the appearance order in the utterance :

P (γ(ci), γ(cj)) = P (γ(cj), γ(ci)) =
1

2
P (Rγ(ci),γ(cj)) (2)

The semantic relation probability P Rel(ci, cj) becomes :

P Rel(ci, cj) ≈ 1

2
P (ci|γ(ci))P (cj |γ(cj))P (Rγ(ci),γ(cj)) (3)

A relation probability P Rel(ci) is defined for each concept ci :

P Rel(ci) =
∑

c

P Rel(ci, c) (4)

2.1.3. Mutual information

The semantic relation measure is based upon the estimation of the
”mutual information quantity”, denoted iRel(ci; cj), brought by
the co-occurrence of concepts ci and cj related in the ontology
with the probability distribution P Rel(ci, cj) :

iRel(ci; cj) = log
P Rel(ci, cj)

P Rel(ci) · P Rel(cj)
(5)

The mutual information quantity iRel(ci; cj) allows measuring the
influence of an occurrence of the concept ci on the occurrence of
the another concept cj (and vice versa) in the same utterance.

2.1.4. Confidence measure for a non-isolated concept hypothesis

Let W be a sentence hypothesis, provided by the semantic lan-
guage model [1], which contains n concepts (n > 2). The
semantic relation confidence measure of a concept ci denoted
CMRel(ci), is the mean of the set of mutual information quan-
tity with the other concepts of the utterance :

CMRel(ci) =
1

n − 1

n∑

j �=i/Rel(ci,cj)=1

iRel(ci; cj) (6)
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notation Rel(ci, cj) = 1 means that the concepts ci and cj

semantically related. The confidence measure is normalized
he total number of potential relations (i.e. n − 1) where as the
mation is only on the co-ocurrences that are really in relation.
lows having the measure decreasing when a concept co-occurs
concepts that are not in relation with it. A concept hypothesis
nsidered to be more reliable if it is semantically related to the
r concept hypotheses of the utterance and if these semantic
ions are highly probable.

5. Confidence measure for an isolated concept hypothesis

introduction of a ”null relation” for each generic concept en-
s to extend the definition of the semantic relation confidence
sure to the special case of an isolated concept in an utterance.
e concepts are more frequently observed as single hypotheses
other concepts which explains our choice of estimating a se-
tic relation confidence measure for such concept hypotheses.
confidence measure CMRel(c) for an isolated concept c is
n by :

CMRel(c) = iRel(c; cε) = log
P Rel(c, cε)

P Rel(c) · P Rel(cε)
(7)

presents the ”null” concept.

Acoustic confidence measure

coustic confidence measure is also used; initially, the measure
timated for a word hypothesis. It is equal to the difference be-
n the acoustic likelihood provided by the speech recognition
el for a given hypothesis and the one that would be provided
totally unconstrained phoneme loop model (the difference is
alized by the number of frames of the word). This definition
tended to a concept hypothesis, given by the semantic lan-
e model. Let c be a concept hypothesis, given by the semantic
uage model, constituted with D words, w1...wD . The acous-
onfidence measure, CMAcous(c), is estimated by averaging
coustic confidence measure CMAcous(wi) of each word wi,
hted by the associated number of frames T (wi) :

CMAcous(c) =

∑D
i=1 T (wi) · CMAcous(wi)∑D

i=1 T (wi)
(8)

Confidence measure calibration

previously defined confidence measures can be individually
in a first time; a confidence measure CM estimated for a

ept hypothesis allows providing the a posteriori probability,
ted P (Cor.|CM), probability that the hypothesis is correct

n the value of the associated confidence measure. A calibra-
step is required in order to compute the a posteriori proba-

y distribution. By using the logistic regression method, the
erior probability is approximated by :

P (Cor.|CM) =
1

1 + exp−(a0+a1·CM)
(9)

parameters a0 and a1 are estimated so that the cross entropy
he development set is minimized.

3. Confidence measures combination
the previously defined confidence measures used different

ledge sources, they can be combined in order to get the best



of the two measures and improve the prediction power on the cor-
rectness of concept hypotheses.

3.1. Combination by logistic regression

Logistic regression is also a formalism that enables to fuse pre-
dictors. The posterior probability P (Cor.|CMRel, CMAcous)
that the concept is correct given its associates confidence measures
CMRel and CMAcous is given by :

P (Cor|CMRel, CMAcous) =
1

1 + e−(a0+a1·CMRel+a2·CMAcous)

(10)
The parameters a0, a1 and a2 are estimated so that they minimize
the cross entropy for the development set.

3.2. Combination by using a decision tree

The information on the concept identity is also crucial and
we wanted to combine this information with the confidence
measures previously defined. To this aim, we used a decision tree
which can automatically decide, after a training process, on the
correctness of a concept hypothesis. The decision tree type used
is a Semantic Classification Tree, denoted SCT; these decision
trees were initially used for natural language processing [6].
The decision tree is trained on a corpus of concept hypotheses;
each hypothesis is tagged with ”Correct” if it is correct, with
”Incorrect” otherwise. A set of parameters or criteria, including
the concept identity, describe each sample to classify. The main
advantage of a decision tree strategy is that we do not need to have
a priori knowledge about the relevance of the chosen criteria; it is
the decision tree itself that selects the relevant ones. The decision
tree is trained in order to minimize the impurity of the distribution
of ”Correct” and ”Incorrect” samples; the training process stops
when no further impurity gain can be achieved or when the size of
samples attached to a node is below a given threshold. Questions
associated to each node to discriminate samples are regular
expressions of criteria attached to samples. The score associated
to each leaf is the ratio between the number of ”Correct” samples
and the total number of samples attached to the leaf. The score
represents the confidence given by the classifier that a sample in
this leaf is correct. Hence, each concept hypothesis is classified in
a particular leaf of the decision tree and the probability that the hy-
pothesis is correct is given by the probability associated to the leaf.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental context

Experiments have been carried out on a corpus collected at France
Telecom R&D for a banking application, which allows users per-
forming transactions and asking questions about the stock mar-
ket, portfolios and accounts. Different instantiation and relation
probabilities have been estimated, by counting and smoothing on
a training corpus of 24604 sentences, which contains 34623 con-
cepts. The application ontology contains 67 generic concepts and
141 individual concepts. The semantic language model (described
in [1]) is applied, in a second recognition pass, to word graphs
and provides the best joint words/concepts sequence hypothesis.
The first set denoted Dev is the development set, constituted of
4472 concept hypotheses; the second set denoted Test is the test
set, constituted of 4177 concept hypotheses. The development and
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# Conc. Prec. (%)

Dev 1 1516 87.9
Dev 2+ 2956 92.1

Test 1 1445 89.3
Test 2+ 2732 92.3

Table 1: Statistics of each sub-corpus

set have been split in two. Dev 1 (resp. Test 1) contains iso-
concept hypotheses from the corpus Dev (resp. Test), while
2+ (resp. Test 2+) contains non-isolated concept hypothe-

from the corpus Dev (resp. Test). Table 1 gives the number
oncept hypotheses (# Conc.), and the precision (Prec.) of the
antic language model on the (concept/value), used to estimate
nitial cross entropy Hinit.

Evaluation criterion

erent methods can be used to evaluate a confidence measure;
have chosen the relative reduction of the cross entropy for a
n test set as the criterion to evaluate the confidence measure.
cross entropy, for a test set of N concepts ci, is defined as :

H = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

δ(ci) log pi + (1 − δ(ci)) log(1 − pi) (11)

) is an indicator, equal to 1 if the hypothesis ci is correct, equal
otherwise. pi is the a posteriori probability that the concept
correct. With no confidence measure, pi is the same for all

otheses and is equal to the precision on the set. Hence, the
al cross entropy is :

nit = −Prec. log Prec.− (1−Prec.) log(1−Prec.) (12)

n a confidence mesure CM is introduced, the a posteriori
ability becomes the probability P (Cor.|CM(ci)), which is

posterior probability that the hypothesized concept ci is cor-
given its associated confidence measure CM(ci). The result-

cross entropy HCM is :

HCM = − 1
N

(
∑N

i=1 δ(ci) log(P (Cor.|CM(ci))+

(1 − δ(ci)) log(1 − P (Cor.|CM(ci))))
(13)

evaluation criterion for a confidence measure is then the rela-
diminution of cross entropy induced by the introduction of the
dence measure : ΔH = Hinit−HCM

Hinit
. For a completely ran-

confidence measure CM , HCM = Hinit; for a perfect one,
= 0. ΔH varies between 0 and 100%. The bigger ΔH is,

ore predictive the confidence measure is.

Results with confidence measures used individually

semantic relation and acoustic confidence measures are cali-
ed on the development set Dev. As the semantic relation con-
nce measure is differently defined for isolated and non-isolated
ept hypotheses, a first experiment was conducted to determine
er the development set needs to be split, that is to say if the
dence measure for isolated concepts (resp. non-isolated con-

s) needs to be calibrated on a development set of only iso-
concepts (resp. non-isolated concepts). The results showed



Dev 1 Dev 2+ Test 1 Test 2+

Hinit 0.36965 0.32760 0.36492 0.34104

CMRel 4.06 4.86 3.70 3.89
CMAcous 13.11 8.97 10.67 8.21

Table 2: Confidence measures evaluation in terms of ΔH(%)

that the choice of the development set influenced semantic rela-
tion confidence measure performances and it was better to split
the development set. Table 2 gives the initial cross entropy of
each sub-corpus and details the results obtained in terms of rel-
ative cross entropy diminution by using the confidence measures
individually. The acoustic confidence measure gives better results
that the semantic relation one. Some differences appear; the se-
mantic relation confidence measure is as effective for the isolated
concepts as for the non-isolated ones, which comforts our choice
to introduce the ”null” relation in our model. The acoustic confi-
dence measure is less effective on the sub-corpora of non-isolated
concepts (Dev 2+ and Test 2+). A detailed analysis of these
corpora shows that these corpora contain much more short con-
cepts in terms of number of frames (on average, 4 times more). A
large part of the concepts are numbers, for which many ambigui-
ties may subsist (for example, in French, ”dix”, ”six”, etc.). The
acoustic modeling is more delicate on short words.

4.4. Results with the combination of confidence measures

This section details the results obtained by combining confidence
via logistic regression or via a decision tree process. As the de-
cision tree handles only discrete values, the confidence measures,
which are numerical values, have to be quantified. We introduced
two levels for each confidence measure : H for a high confidence
measure and L for a low confidence measure. A confidence mea-
sure is set to level H (resp. L) if its value gives a posterior prob-
ability P (Cor.|CM) greater (resp. less) than 0.9. We trained 4
different classifiers, which used different describing parameters :

• SCT I uses the concept identity and the semantic relation
confidence measure level,

• SCT II uses the concept identity and the acoustic confi-
dence measure level,

• SCT III uses the concept identity and the two confidence
measures levels,

• SCT IV uses the concept identity and the level of a mea-
sure result of the combination by logistic regression of the
two confidence measures.

Table 3 details the results obtained in terms of ΔH(%) by com-
bining the confidence measures via logistic regression (Log.Reg)
or via the previously defined decision trees. The results ob-
tained show the efficiency of the logistic regression method to
combine measures using different knowledge sources. Improve-
ments brought by each confidence measure separately are almost
added, which proves the complementarity of the two confidence
measures. The semantic relation confidence measure gives bet-
ter results when it is integrated in a decision tree; the relative
cross entropy diminutions are until 4 times bigger. The acous-
tic one also gives better results when it is integrated in a decision
tree but the performance differences between the two measures
are less obvious. The integration into a decision tree seems to be
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Dev 1 Dev 2+ Test 1 Test 2+

Log.Reg. 17.00 12.25 13.00 11.83

SCT I 13.10 17.43 9.89 11.83
SCT II 21.88 20.07 14.62 11.18
SCT III 20.13 24.01 14.13 13.10
SCT IV 21.30 25.27 15.18 14.27

e 3: Results obtained in terms of ΔH(%) with the combina-
of confidence measures

e advantageous for the semantic relation confidence measure;
information on the identity of the concept hypothesis is more
plementary to this measure than to the acoustic one. We can
notice the performances differences of the acoustic confidence
sure on the isolated and non-isolated concepts corpora Test 1
Test 2+. The combination of the two via the decision tree
T III) seems to be less relevant than the combination via the

stic regression (cf. Table 2). Indeed, the resulting confidence
ure gives better results on the isolated concepts corpus Test 1
s less powerful on the non-isolated concepts corpus Test 2+,
hich the acoustic confidence measure is less relevant. The de-
n tree SCT IV , which uses the level of the measure resulting
the combination via logistic regression of the two confidence

sures, gives the best results in terms of cross entropy reduction
he two sub-corpora Test 1 and Test 2+.

5. Conclusion
paper proposes a new semantic relation confidence measure
ated for concept hypotheses of a semantic language model.
measure exploits the different semantic relations linking con-

s of an ontology together. It gives, for a concept hypothesis,
nsistency degree with the other hypotheses of the sentence.
semantic relation confidence measure gives promising results

n it is combined with an acoustic one via logistic regression or
n integration into a decision tree.
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